Room 20 Year 5/6
As usual the students in Room 20 are very busy with their learning
and events that occur during the term!
BASF Excursion
In the last week in term two we
attended a BASF Science Excursion at
Curtin University. Student learnt
about science and went into a lab
wearing a coat and protective goggles.
In the lab they went through all the
equipment and safety instructions.
During the excursions students completed three different
experiments. These were making worms and how they changed
colour in cold and warm water, making slime and making their own
toothpaste and comparing to store bought toothpaste. After the
excursions students wrote a procedure on one of the experiments
they liked the most.

WALT WILF TI B WAGOLL
In all classrooms you will see learning boards and hear
WALT, WILF, TIB and WAGOLL! These are helping the
students know exactly what the teacher wants to see
in their work and how they can achieve to do even
better in their work. Come in to take a look at our
learning boards and ask the students what they mean!

LAP-A-THON
On the 28th of June Woodlupine Primary School walked, skipped,
danced and ran laps of the schools oval. In total room 20 had
completed 247 laps.
Bradley completed the
most amounts of laps
which were 19 laps, well
done Bradley! We are
looking forward to see
how much money we will
raise for the school.

STEAM Whole School Project
This term we are working on a
whole school project called
Christmas in a Shoebox. The whole
school is designing and creating
one element. Our class needs to
design and create a toy that we
can make using materials we
already have, for example toilet
paper rolls, old socks, paper,
cardboards boxes, string and pop sticks. If you have any leftover
materials and have no use for them like these please bring them in!
Term 3 Goals
At the beginning of each term we have a class
discussion about goals we would like to achieve
by the end of the term. These goals can be
social and academic, for example students may
want to ask more questions or receive a higher
mark in a particular subject. We share our
goals and discuss how we can achieve those
goals and how we know we have reached that
goal.

